
Dear Harold, . 

The American Academy of Forensic Selences never sent any reply to my request for 
the procsedings in which the Warren Report wes criticized; but thie morning I 
come aoross a fuller account of the criticiams made by two MDs and a Lawyer, in 
the AMA Hews, photocopy of which I sent you under seperate cover earlier today, 
Tonight, I found your letter of 3/22/66 when I got home from the office, 
(I have just finished = 26=pege new chapter on LHO's transactions with the 
State Depi~~a fascinating exercise which does nothing to redeen the BR or its 
author's, who appear to have swallowed a bale of axcrament but probably knew 
what kind of cover-up they were going elong with.) / 

About the ammunition clip: you will Mind testimony on the oe in 3H 397-98, 
3H X24 and 3H Wh (2 Frazier); ii 23 (Latona)s and he 260 (Day). What is even 
mre interesting is the testimony in which there is no reference to the clip, 
where you would expect to find svoh references if the account in the WR is 
authentic. , oe 

About the FBI agents (Stovall testimony TH 189), as I read it the FBI agents 
are mentioned as having helped make up the list of property seized "the next 
day." I don't think that they were actually at Irving with the policemen, 

You are quite right about the two negatives] That had escaped me completely, 

About "page 142" (your manuseript) and my citation, CE 2003 pp 252-25i.the 
pages refer to the exhibit, not to the volume. You will find what I had in 
mind in the report of F & Terner, Volume XXIV pp 326-309, 

You will find the Clements/DeBrueys interview of Bogard in CE 3071. Yes, I did 
notice DeBrusya mowenents New Crleans/Dallas. At least three of us specialists 
en the WR and HEE independently have reached very similar cenclusions about 
Debrueya. 

Page 156 of your ms (the last sentence and the word ®only}-—I am sorey bub I 
no longer remember the paragraoh in question and of course I don'+ heve the 
nanuseript to consult. Probably it was not an important comment on my part, 
inthe first place. It probably involved a question of drafbing rather than 
a question of fact. 

I think I have been hearing that Lene's book will be out any mimate for at least 
a lifetime,.,[ will believe It when I see its..I have one colleague who read 
Lane's mamuseript before it underwent what seems to be a series of surgical, 
alterations, and who thought it was quite poor. Although I will always eredit 
Lene for his contribution to the case inthe early days, I must say that he 
has not done any useful work (that I know about) since the HEE were published 
(and he had teame of college ids doing his reading and research for him) sasl 
missed the C35 replay of the BEC production but heard a Nve-mimite segment 
of the audictape on the Mike Wallace radio procrem Tuesday nights.sswhich made 
me xetch. seeveeseee Re Oswald's autopsy, you will find ib 2 veritable model, 
(as compared to the JFK autopsy report) ssssee CFs 1981, 202h, 2778, and 3002, 
BUT THERE IS NO AUTOPSY REPORT or anything like it for JD Tippit, and no certainty 
even about the number of wourss...(At this point I answered your phemecall, so I 
Will reserve comment on Ramparts, Al Newman, end Hartegs until we meet on Surdlay.


